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QUARTERBACKS 
 

TIER ONE  

Aaron Rodgers Best of the best; no reason cannot put up MVP numbers again 

Drew Brees Offense feels a little stale, but he will still get his 

Tom Brady Falling in drafts b/c lack of skill players around him, take advantage  

  

TIER TWO  

Cam Newton ↑Finds his groove this season 

Matt Ryan Consistent QB w/great weapons around him; no reason to dislike 

Peyton Manning Lack of arm strength not a factor, can still make all the throws 

Robert Griffin III Injury may scare some but his upside is too good to rank any lower 

Colin Kaepernick Does not have a huge body of work, but talent is tantalizing  

Matthew Stafford Aside from having a fat face, he will throw a lot, Bush healthy helps 

Russell Wilson Confident that he can replicate success from last season 

Andrew Luck Completion % and sacks make me nervous 

  

TIER THREE  

Tony Romo Criminally underrated as a fantasy asset , look past his name 

Eli Manning Very uneven fantasy QB but could do worse 

Joe Flacco  Lack of reliable TE will hurt value; not that great anyway 

Michael Vick Worth a shot, still talented & maybe Kelly’s offense works 

Sam Bradford Finally lives up to the hype and justifies being picked 1st overall 

Ben Roethlisberger I have a terrible feeling about Pittsburgh this year 

  

TIER FOUR  

Jay Cutler Very little upside to this pick; he is what he is 

Carson Palmer You can do worse for a QB2, has weapons to throw to 

Matt Schaub Has settled into more of a game manager role, but Hopkins helps 

Josh Freeman Wildly inconsistent and, quite frankly, not that good 

Andy Dalton Any QB throwing to A.J. Green will have some good days 

Brandon Weeden Year two, pressure is arm, has the arm to make all the throws 

Ryan Tannehill Looked OK at times last year, not sure he or L. Miller are answers  

Philip Rivers I would not draft; he looked done last year 

  

TIER FIVE  

E.J. Manuel Probably not worth drafting but at least has upside 

Jake Locker Crazy talented, crazy inaccurate 

Alex Smith He is who we thought he is, Andy Reid will not make him good 

Christian Ponder Dude is afraid to throw downfield 

Terrelle Pryor Probably starter and can run some, but likely not worth it 

  

TIER SIX  

Blaine Gabbert Am actually rooting for him but he has happy feet  

Geno Smith Rather take him than Sacnhize, which is not saying much at all 

Mark Sanchez Don’t draft 

Chad Henne Looked OK last year, looked terrible this preseason 

 

 


